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For any fibered n-knot K, we define an invariant h,, called the entropy of K. Algebraic 
lower-bound estimates of the entropy are, like h, itself, sensitive n-knot invariants, and we 
describe them. We extend the definition of entropy in a natural way for any l-knot. We 
prove a finiteness theorem, a corollary of which implies that entropy and genus determine 
any fibered l-knot up to finitely many fibered possibilities. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1965 Adler, Konheim and McAndrew introduced the concept of topological 
entropy for a continuous map f : X +X of a compact topological space [l]. We 
recall a formulation due to Bowen in the case that X is also metric [ill. Let n E N 
and E > 0. A subset E c X is said to (n, E)-span for f if for every point x E X 
there exists a point y E E such that Dist(fkx, f“y) < E for 0 G k < rz. Compactness 
of X ensures that E can be chosen to be finite; we denote the minimum 
cardinality of such a set of E by r(n, E). The topological entropy h(f) of f is 
defined as 
li,me lim supilog r(n, E). 
n+m 
Bowen proved that h(f) does not change if the metric on X is replaced by an 
equivalent metric [ll]. 
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One should regard h(f) as a measure of complexity of f. For example, it is well 
known that the topological entropy of any periodic map is zero, while the 
topological entropy of any pseudo-Anosov surface homeomorphism is positive. 
Topological entropy has many appealing properties that make it an effective 
tool in the study of dynamical systems. Of central importance is the invariance of 
h(f) under topological conjugacy (i.e., conjugation by a homeomorphism) de- 
scribed by the first of the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1.1 [l]. Let fI : X, --)X1 and f2 : X2 -+X2 be continuous maps of compact 
metric spaces. If there ex&s a continuous surjection g : XI + X2 such that gf, = f,g, 
then h( fI) > h( f,). In particular, if g is a homeomolphism, then h( fI> = h( f,>. 
Lemma 1.2 [l]. If f : X+X is homeomorphism of a compact space, then h( f k, = 
Iklh(f) for any integer k. Inparticular, h(f-‘)=h(f). 
Here we are motivated by the question: How can topological entropy be useful in 
knot theory, in both classical and high dimensions? Fibered n-knots are natural 
objects to study first. 
We work throughout in the smooth (i.e., Cm) category. An n-knot is an n-sphere 
K embedded in a homology sphere 2 of dimension n + 2. Two n-knots K, c,& 
and K, c& are equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism f : Z1 +.X2 such that 
f(K,) = K,. Equivalent n-knots are regarded as the same. An n-knot K c2 is 
trivial if it is the boundary of an (n + l&ball in 2. 
The exterior of an n-knot K c 2 is the closure X(K) of Z minus a tubular 
neighborhood of K. We regard the boundary 3X(K) as K X S’. Any simple closed 
curve p x S' in aX( K) is called a meridian of K. The n-knot K is fibered if the 
projection K x S' + S'( = R/H) extends to a locally trivial fibration 4 : X(K) --j S’. 
We call 4 a fibration of K. In this case, each point preimage +-‘(e) is a copy of 
some compact, connected (n + l)-manifold F with aF = K called the fiber of 4, 
and X(K) is diffeomorphic to a mapping torus Mf = F X [O, 11/1(x, 0) _ (f(x), l)), 
where f : F + F is a diffeomorphism called a monodromy of 4. Any monodromy 
of 4 can be described as in [20] by (1) selecting a flow in X(K) that is transverse 
to each fiber of (5; (2) identifying 4-‘(O) with F, and for x E 4-‘(O) following the 
flow line through x in the direction that corresponds to increasing values of 19 E S’ 
until arriving at a point, defined to be f(x), in 4-‘(l) = 4-‘(O). The collection of 
all monodromies of 4 is precisely the isotopy class of f. 
Let K ~2 be a fibered n-knot, and assume that f is a monodromy of some 
fibration of K. It is not difficult to make the topological entropy h(f) arbitrarily 
large by modifying f by isotopy. On the other hand, the nonnegativity of topologi- 
cal entropy enables us to make the following definition. 
Definition 1.3. If K is a fibered n-knot, then the entropy of K, denoted by h,, is 
inf{h( f) I f is a monodromy of some fibration of K}. 
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Clearly, h, is an n-knot invariant; i.e., it depends on K only up to equivalence. 
For any fibered l-knot K, a theorem of Blank and Laudenbach [7] enables us to 
compute h, by considering only a single fibration of K. By that theorem if 4, and 
& are any fibrations of K, then & is isotopic to either 4i or -4i. Consequently, 
if f, : F, + F, and f2 : F2 + F2 are monodromies of respective fibrations $i and 
& of K, then either gf, =&g or else gf; ’ =fJg for some monodromy f; of C#Q 
and diffeomorphism g : F, + F2. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 the topological entropies 
h(f,) and h(f;) are equal. It follows that inf{h(f,) I fl is a monodromy of 4,) and 
inf{h(fi) I f2 is a monodromy of &] are the same. 
If K is a fibered n-knot with n > 1, then fibers of different fibrations of K need 
not be diffeomorphic (although they are h-cobordant and hence homotopy equiva- 
lent). However, we note the following lemma of Klein and Suciu [321 for later use. 
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that f, : F, -+ F, and f2 : F, --) F2 are monodromies of fibra- 
tions of respective n-knots K, and K,. If the exteriors X(K,) and X(K,) are 
homotopy equivalent, then there exists a homotopy equivalence g : F, + F2 such that 
either gf, or gf; ’ is homotopic to f 2 g. 
Although it is difficult at present to compute h, for an arbitrary fibered n-knot 
K, there is good reason to try: the invariant h, is extremely sensitive. In the next 
section we describe algebraic lower-bound estimates Y~,~, 1< i =z n, of h, that are 
themselves ensitive n-knot invariants. The invariant Y,,~ has been studied previ- 
ously in [48]. We see that for fibered l-knots K, yI,K is the same as h,. In Section 
3 we employ Kakimizu’s concept in [30] of the “maximal fibered submanifold” of a 
l-knot exterior in order to define the entropy of any l-knot K. We prove a 
finiteness theorem for l-knots, a corollary of which implies that the entropy and 
genus of a fibered l-knot determine that knot up to finitely many fibered 
possibilities. 
The author is grateful to the Universities of Maryland, Boston and California- 
Berkeley for their hospitality. The author thanks Will Geller and Howard Masur 
for valuable conversations. 
2. Algebraic estimates of h, 
Bowen introduced growth rates of group endomorphism in 1978 in order to 
estimate topological entropy [lo]. A logarithmic version described by Fathi and 
Shub in [19] is reviewed here. 
Let G be any group with a finite set of generators g,, . . . , g,, and let (Y : G + G 
be an endomorphism. The exponential growth rate EGR(a) of (Y is defined as 
sup lim supklog I ak(g) 1, 
u=G k-m 
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where I x I denotes the length of a shortest word in gt* ‘, . . . , g+ ’ representing x. It 
is not difficult to see that the supremum in the definition can be replaced by the 
maximum over the generators gi, 1 < i ( r. Also, EGR(a) is finite, independent of 
generating set, and does not change if (Y is composed with an inner automorphism 
of G. (See [19] for details.) 
A simple but important example of exponential growth rate is that of a free 
Abelian group endomorphism (Y. If (Y is represented by a matrix A with respect to 
some set of generators, then EGR(a) is equal to the log of the spectral radius of 
A. 
Bowen proved that if f : h4 + M is any continuous map of a compact manifold, 
then the exponential growth rate of the induced endomorphism f# : r&M) + 
T,(M) is a lower bound of the topological entropy h(f). (Here and throughout 
basepoint considerations are suppressed whenever possible.) This theorem was 
proved also by Gromov, Manning and Shub. A very elegant account is contained in 
D91. 
It is tempting to regard exponential growth rate as entropy in the category of 
finitely generated groups since many properties of topological entropy carry over, 
as the following analogue of Lemma 1.1 demonstrates. 
Lemma 2.1 [19]. Let q : G, + G, and a2 : G, -+ G, be endomolphisms of finitely 
generated groups. If there exists an epimorphism p : G, + G, such that pal = (Y&J, 
then EGR(cz,) > EGR(a,). In particular, if p is an isomolphism, then EGR(a,) = 
EGR((Y,). 
However, we caution that not all properties of topological entropy carry over to 
exponential growth rate. For example, if (Y : G -+ G is an automorphism of a 
finitely generated group, then EGR(a) need not equal EGR(a-‘). An example of 
this phenomenon can be found in [48]. 
We mention another significant difference between topological entropy and 
exponential growth rate. If f : X -+X is a continuous map of a compact space and 
A c X is a closed subspace of X that is f-invariant (i.e., f(A) CA), then h( f I A) < 
h(f) [l, Theorem 41. On the other hand, if (Y: G -+ G is an endomorphism of a 
finitely generated group and H c G is a finitely generated a-invariant subgroup, 
then EGR(a I HI might exceed EGR((u) (see [48, p. 2191). The useful conclusion 
EGR(cu I H) G EGR(Lu) does hold whenever G is free or more generally whenever 
H is a subgroup of G having bounded distortion in the sense of [26]. 
Algorithms due independently to Bestvina and Handel [5] and Los [36] enable 
one to compute the exponential growth rate of any irreducible free group automor- 
phism. Software for this purpose has been developed recently by T. White. 
It is not surprising that exponential growth rate can be used to estimate the 
entropy h, of an n-knot K. Assume that K is any n-knot, oriented for the 
moment, and abbreviate its group z-r(X(fo) by the symbol G,. Let t E G, be 
represented by a meridian of K with preferred orientation induced by that of K. 
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Then conjugation x e at-‘, x E G,, induces an automorphism pLr of the commu- 
tator subgroup G(K. If Gk is finitely generated, then EGR(p.,) is defined. In [48] 
we used some of the above-mentioned properties of exponential growth rate in 
order to prove easily that EGR(p,) is an invariant yK of the oriented n-knot K. If, 
in addition, K is fibered with monodromy f : F + F, then we can identity Gi with 
T,(F), and up to composition with an inner automorphism of Gk we can identify 
EL, with either f# or f#’ (depending upon the flow direction used to describe f 1. 
By Lemma 1.2 together with the theorem of Bowen, Gromov, Manning and Shub, 
-yK < h( f >. Since f is an arbitrary monodromy of K, the invariant yK is a lower 
bound of h,. Moreover, if we reverse the orientation of K, thereby obtaining the 
oriented n-knot that we denote by rK, then yrK < h, by the same argument. We 
summarize our observations. 
Theorem 2.2. If K is an oriented fibered n-knot, then max{y,, yrK} < h,. 
Remark. When n = 1 the quantities yK and yrK are equal by work of Thurston 
[51]. Consequently, yK is a well-defined invariant for unoriented fibered l-knots. 
However, when n > 1 the exponential growth rates yK and yrK can be different. 
Examples appear in [48] where the difference between yK and yrK is used to 
define an obstruction to invertibility for n-knots, n > 2. 
In order to prove our next result (Theorem 2.31 we need to recall the Nielsen- 
Thurston classification of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of a compact 
oriented surface [51]. This classification extends seminal results of Nielsen [42-441. 
Several important aspects (e.g. train track, dilation) were foreshadowed in papers 
of Williams [55,56]. 
Assume that f : S + S is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of a com- 
pact, connected oriented surface. The homeomorphism f is reducible if f(C) = C 
for some nonempty union C of finitely many disjoint essential simple closed curves 
such that no two curves are homotopic and no curve is homotopic to a boundary 
component of S. We call C a reducing l-manifold for f. After isotopy we can 
assume that f fixes setwise a neighborhood N(C) of C consisting of disjoint closed 
annuli. Each component Sj of S - int N(C) is invariant under a least iterate fkl. 
We call f kl I s, : Si -+ Si a component of f, and denote it by f;. If f is not reducible, 
then we regard f,( = f >: S + S as the unique component. 
A homeomorphism f : S + S of a compact, connected orientable surface S with 
negative Euler characteristic and possibly with boundary is pseudo-Anosou if there 
exists a transverse pair of f-invariant measured foliations having finitely many 
“k-prong singularities” (l-prong singularities allowed only on as> such that f 
uniformly expands the leaves of one foliation by a factor A > 1 while uniformly 
contracting the leaves of the other by A-‘. The factor A is well defined, and it is 
called the dilation of f. For more background information the reader might 
consult [81, [181 or [27]. 
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Theorem 2.3 [27,51]. Let f : S + S be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of a 
compact, connected oriented surface with negative Euler characteristic and possibly 
with boundary. After a suitable isotopy off, one of the following occurs: 
(i) f is periodic; 
(ii) f is pseudo-Anosov; 
(iii) f is reducible, and each component off is either periodic or pseudo-Anosov. 
Moreover, on each component of N(C) a least iterate off leaving that component 
invariant is a Dehn twist. 
Remark. If the reducing l-manifold C in Theorem 2.3(iii) is minimal in the sense 
that it contains no proper submanifold satisfying the conclusion of the theorem, 
then C is unique up to isotopy [6]. 
If f is a homeomorphism that satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2.3, then we 
will say that f is in canonical form. For each component fi, 1 d i < m, let Ai be the 
dilation of fi if that component is pseudo-Anosov; if fi is periodic, then let Ai be 
1. By [19], EGR(f,) = log max{hll/kl,. . . , h1/km} = h( f 1. (This is proved in [19] only m 
when f is pseudo-Anosov. However, the more general result follows easily, using 
[l, Theorem 41 together with the fact that any Dehn twist has zero topological 
entropy.) 
Theorem 2.4. Zf K is any fibered l-knot, then yk = h,. 
Proof. Assume that f : S + S is a monodromy of some fibration of K. After isotopy 
we can assume that f is in canonical form, and hence yK = h( f ). Unfortunately, f 
need not be smooth and therefore need not be a monodromy. (A pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphism is never smooth at a prong singularity when standard local 
coordinates are used [23].) We will complete the proof of Theorem 2.4 by showing 
that a suitable topological conjugacy of f followed by an isotopy of f that does not 
increase its topological entropy will change f to a smooth diffeomorphism. The 
mapping torus of the new diffeomorphism will then be homeomorphic to the 
l-knot exterior X(K) and hence it will be diffeomorphic by [41, Theorem 6.31; the 
fibration and transverse flow inducing a monodromy with topological entropy yK 
can then be pushed forward. 
Suppose that fi : Si + Si is any component of f. If fj is periodic, then the 
following argument, suggested to the author by A. Casson, shows that there exists 
a homeomorphism hi : Si -+ Si such that hi fihi’ is smooth. Let F denote the 
finite cyclic group of diffeomorphisms of Si that is generated by fi and acts on Sj. 
The orbit space S,/T is a 2-orbifold which must be a surface by [521. The 
diffeomorphism fi covers the identity map on S,/T which is smooth with respect 
to any choice of local coordinate system; such a system lifts to a smooth structure 
@ on Si with respect to which fi is smooth. By [41,54] there exists a diffeomor- 
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phism hi from Si with smooth structure @ to Si with its original smooth structure. 
Now hifihi’ : Si -+ S, is smooth. Likewise, if fi : Si -+ Si is pseudo-Anosov, then by 
the main result of [23] there exists a homeomorphism hi : Si - S, such that hifihi ’ 
is smooth. Since the space of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of the circle 
is path connected (see the proof of [29, Theorem 3.31, for example), we can extend 
the homeomorphism uhi across the tubular neighborhood N(C) of the reducing 
l-manifold for f, thereby producing a homeomorphism h : S --f S such that hfh-’ 
restricted to each subsurface Si is smooth. In order to complete the argument, 
suppose that A is any component of N(C). Then A is an annulus, and hfh -’ 
restricted to its boundary is smooth. If hfi - ’ is not smooth on all of A, then we 
can isotop h$V’ 1 A (rel a) to a smooth map described by a path of diffeomor- 
phisms, since the space of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of the circle is 
path connected (see [29, Theorem 3.31). Since the topological entropy of any 
diffeomorphism of the circle is zero, [lo, Theorem 171 implies that the topological 
entropy of this new map of A is also zero. Of course, the isotopy can be trivially 
extended to an isotopy of hfi- ‘. We repeat the above process for each component 
of N(C). 0 
The author is grateful to J. Franks for information about the theorem of Gerber 
and Katok. 
If f : M + M is a C’ map of a compact manifold, then we can consider the 
spectral radius pi of the induced vector space endomorphism of H,(M; Q). In 1471 
Shub conjectured that for each i, log pi is a lower bound for the topological 
entropy of f. Today this claim is known as the Entropy Conjecture, and it has been 
proved for several cases. In particular, by a theorem of Yomdin [57] the Entropy 
Conjecture is true when f is Cm. 
It is easy to see that the quantity log pi is equal to EGR(f,), where f, is the 
induced endomorphism of H,(M; Z). Hence the exponential growth rate of f, can 
be used to estimate the entropy h, of a fibered n-knot K. Assume as before that 
K is an oriented fibered n-knot having a fibration with monodromy f : F -+ F. 
Yomdin’s theorem [57] implies that EGR(f,) <h(f). By Lemma 1.4 the automor- 
phism fi does not depend on the choice of monodromy, and hence EGR(f,) is an 
invariant of the oriented n-knot K. As in Theorem 2.2 we conclude that 
max(EGR(f,), EGR(fL: ‘I] < h,. 
If K is any oriented n-knot, then one can define the Alexander polynomial 
A,(t) of K, generalizing the notion for l-knots, as in [161. For this, let d denote 
the infinite cyclic cover of X(K) determined by the Abelianization homomorphism 
G,-+ Z that maps I to 1. We define A,(t) to be the product ni,,[qi(t)]‘-“‘+‘, 
where q&t) generates the order of the Q[t, t-‘l-module Hi(X; 0). (See L391.1 As 
for the Alexander polynomial of any l-knot, A,(t) is defined only up to multiplica- 
tion by units in Q[t, t-i]. If K is also fibered with monodromy f: F + F, then we 
can let q,(t) be the characteristic polynomial of the induced endomorphism of 
H,(F; Q). By the comments of the preceding paragraph, we see that 
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maxilog I z I : A,(z) = 0) G h,. Reversing the orientation of K replaces A,(t) by 
A,(t-l>, and the next result follows immediately. 
Proposition 2.5. Zf K is an oriented fibered n-knot, then 
max{IlogIzII:A,(z)=O}~h,. 
We describe a class of n-knots, originally studied by Cappell and Shaneson 
[14,15], for which equality holds in the conclusion of Proposition 2.5. Let A be any 
square matrix of order n + 1 with integer coefficients such that (1) Det(A) = + 1 
and (2) Det(Z -A”)) = f 1 for 1 < r Q n, where A (r) denotes the r-fold exterior 
product of A with itself. Regard A as an automorphism of [Wn+‘, and let f be the 
induced automorphism of the (n + l)-torus T”+l = Rn+l/Zn+l. The origin of 
R”+ ’ projects to a point 0 E T”+’ that is fixed by f. The punctured manifold 
T n+l -{fI} ’ d’ff is 1 eomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold T,“+’ with the 
n-sphere as boundary. As in [ 111 we can extend f I p + I_ cej to an automorphism f,, 
of T,“+’ by “blowing up” the point 8. For any x~aTt+‘, the image f,$x> is 
defined to be D,f(x)/ I D,f(x) I, where we identify aT,“+’ with the unit vectors in 
the tangent space at 0 of T”+‘. Two properties of f0 are of particular interest to 
us. First, the topological entropies of f and f0 are equal [ll]. Second, f0 restricted 
to aTtfl is isotopic to the identity, since SL(n + 1; R) is path connected. The 
second property implies that the boundary of the mapping torus Mr, is diffeomor- 
phic to S” x S’. As in [1.5] one checks that gluing S” X D* to MfO along its 
boundary produces a homotopy (n + 2)-sphere 2 containing an n-knot K = S” X 0. 
(Up to isotopy there are two ways to perform the gluing when n > 2, and different 
n-knots can result [14,15].) By construction, K has a fibration with fiber Tl+l and 
monodromy fO. 
Definition 2.6 [12,34]. If P E @[z] is a degree-d manic polynomial with zeros 
z1, * * * 3 Zd, then the Mahler measure M(P) of P is 
6 max(Izil, 1). 
Proposition 2.7. Assume that KC 2 is a fibered n-knot constructed (as aboue) using 
matrix A. Then h, = log M[Det(tZ -A)] = max{ I log ( z II : AK(z) = 01. 
Proof. The monodromy f0 induces an automorphism fO,, of H,(T,“+‘; Q) that is 
represented by the i-fold exterior product A(‘) of A with itself. The eigenvalues of 
A(‘) are the various products of the eigenvalues of A taken i at a time. It follows 
that max{ llog I z II: A,(z) = 01 is equal to log M[Det(tZ -A)], and hence 
log M[Det(tZ -A)] G h,. In [lo] Bowen proved that the topological entropy of f is 
equal to log M[Det(tZ -A)]. Since f0 is a monodromy for a fibration of K and 
h(f,) = h(f), it follows that log M[Det(tZ -A)] = h,. 0 
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Although the above construction is interesting primarily in high dimensions, it is 
worth remarking that both genus-l fibered l-knots in S3, the trefoil knot and the 
figure-eight knot, can be obtained by the construction. For the trefoil knot one can 
use the matrix 
0 -1 
i 1 1 1’ 
while for the figure-eight knot the matrix 
0 -1 
i 1 1 3 
can be used. 
When n > 2, the homotopy (n + 2)-sphere 2 produced above is PL-homeomor- 
phic to Sn+2. As is done in [15], we can change the smooth structure of Z: at a 
point in order to obtain an n-knot in S”+‘. By [14, Theorem 31 any n-knot exterior 
has a unique smooth structure when n > 3. Hence K is again fibered with a 
fibration having fiber T,“+’ and monodromy fO, and the conclusion of Proposition 
2.7 holds. 
We return now to a discussion of a general fibered n-knot KC 2. Assume that 
f : F + F is a monodromy for some fibration of K. When r,(F) is nontrivial, the 
induced automorphisms of “twisted homology groups” can display more growth 
than those of ordinary homology groups [21]. We briefly review the concept of 
twisted homology and growth rates as it applies to our situation. 
Choose a homotopy equivalence h : X + F with homotopy inverse k : F +X, 
where X is a finite CW-complex with a single O-cell * . Assume that f’ : X -+X is 
a cellular map such that fi is homotopic to hf’ and f’k is homotopic to kf. The 
universal covering space X? has a r = rr,(X, *l-invariant CW-complex structure. 
Let CJX; Z) denote the Zn=module of (ordinary) i-chains, which is isomorphic to 
the direct sum of q copies of Zr, where q is the number of i-cells in X. We define 
a seminorm on CJX; Z> by I] Cajq I] = C I a; I, w h ere a, varies over all i-simplices 
in X (only finitely many can be nonzero). A seminorm is induced on cycles, 
boundaries and hence homology groups Hi(X, *, Z-r). In order to define twisted 
chains, cycles, boundaries and homology classes, let 4” : TT --j GL([Wr) be the 
representation induced by f;” for any n > 0, and consider the twisted chain 
complex (C,(k; Z) 9+, [wr, 3 Q+, i d). The above seminorm induces one on the 
chains, cycles, and boundaries of Ci(X; H) @,+,, Iwr; hence it induces a seminorm 
on the homology groups, which are denoted by H,(X, * ; 4”). The map f’ : X + X 
induces homomorphisms fi” : H&X, *; .Zr) + H,(X, *; 4”), and an exponential 
growth rate can be defined for each i by 
lim supilog I] f:” I], 
n-m 
where II f;" II is the norm of f;". By [21] these rates do not depend on our choice of 
X and f ‘. We denote the rates by ri( f ). In view of Lemma 1.4, ri( f) defines an 
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n-knot invariant Y~,~. We call yi,K the i-dimemiunal growth rate of K. When rr,(M) 
is trivial, -yj,K coincides with the invariant EGR( fi> defined above. The following is 
an immediate consequence of Yomdin’s result [57] (see [21, p. 4561). 
Theorem 2.8. If K is an oriented fibered n-knot, then max(yi,K, yi,rK] < h, for each 
i, 1 <i <n. 
By [21, Theorem 11 the l-dimensional growth rate yl,K is the same as yK. As for 
yK, the difference between yi,K and yi,rK is an obstruction to invertibility of K. 
3. Entropy of knots in S3 
For the remainder of the paper, the term knot will mean any l-knot in S3. 
Let K be a knot with exterior X. In [30] Kakimizu proved that X contains a 
compact, connected codimension-0 submanifold X0 such that each component of 
the boundary ax, is incompressible in X, and such that: 
(il ax=(ms%ax,; 
(ii) the projection K X S1 + S’ extends to a fibration (b: X0 + S’; 
(iii) X0 is maximal and unique (up to ambient isotopy in X) with respect to 
conditions (i) and (ii). 
Following [30] we will call X0 the maximal fibered submanifold of K. Any fibration 
C) as in condition (ii) will be called a maximal fibration of K. Kakimizu proved in 
[30] that a fiber S, of 4 can be realized as a subsurface of any incompressible 
Seifert surface S of K. Also, he showed that 
n,(s,, *) = n t+,(s, q-k, 
kEZ 
where t is the class of a meridian * x S’ c ax. Note in particular that since S, is 
compact, n,(S,, *) is finitely generated (free). Also, the automorphism pI of Gi 
defined by p,(x) = txt-’ (see Section 2) restricts to an automorphism of ~i(SO, * ). 
Examples (cf. [30]). (1) A knot K is fibered if and only if X, =X. 
(2) If K is nonfibered and X is atoruiduf (i.e., any incompressible torus in X is 
boundary parallel), then X,, = (collar of as) X S’. In this case, the maximal fibered 
submanifold X0 is said to be triuiul. 
If C$ :X,, + S’ is a maximal fibration of a knot K, then a monodromy f : S, + S, 
of 4 is defined as for fibrations of fibered n-knots. The following extends 
Definition 1.3. 
Definition 3.1. The entropy of a knot K, denoted by h,, is inf{h(f >: f is a 
monodromy of some maximal fibration of K}. 
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Remarks. (1) The concept of entropy for braids is familiar to dynamicists (see [13] 
for example). Los has used braid entropy in [37] to define another sort of entropy 
for knots in S3. 
(2) As in Section 1, the theorem of Blank and Laundenbach [7] enables us to 
compute h, by considering just a single maximal fibration of K. Moreover, by 
results of Section 2 we can compute h, algebraically as EGR[/L, : T,(&, *) -+ 
~,U,,, * )I. 
We recall the concept of satellite knot, introduced by Schubert [46]. Assume 
that d is a knot contained in a standard solid torus f in S3, but not contained in 
any 3-ball in l? Assume that i is a nontrivial second knot, and let g : ?+ MI/) 
be a diffeomorphism from e onto a closed tubular neighborhood of K, mapping a 
longitude of ? onto a longitude of the knot i. (A Iongitude of i is an essential 
simple closed curve in aN(J?) that is nullhomologous in X(i).) The image 
K = g(i) is a nontrivia knot that is said to be a satellite knot with pattern (f, d) 
and companion knot d. (See [45].) 
A few special cases of satellite decomposition are noteworthy. If i is a torus 
knot that lies in the boundary of a solid torus tr c f such that fi and f have a 
common core circle, then the satellite knot K is also called a cable of f. Second, 
if I? is just the core circle of I’, then K = i, and we will say that the satellite 
decomposition is trivial. Finally, if i is the result of tying a knot in the core circle 
of 9 locally (i.e., in a small 3-ball in p), then the satellite knot K is the knot 
product (or connected sum) of i and J?. 
If K is any satellite knot with pattern <v, d) and companion knot i, then as in 
[28] we regard the knot i c S3 as a “quotient” K/k of K by i. This terminology 
and notation agrees with the intuition that J? and i are less complicated than K. 
(It is also consistent with the previous observation about knot products.) 
It is not difficult to see that a knot K has a nontrivial satellite decomposition if 
and only if its exterior X contains an incompressible torus that is not boundary 
parallel. Equivalently, K has only the trivial satellite decomposition exactly when 
X is atoroidal; in this case, K is said to be simple. 
Assume that K is a knot with exterior X and nontrivial maximal fibered 
submanifold X0. Then ax, - aX is a finite (possibly empty) set 7 of incompress- 
ible tori in X0, none of which is boundary parallel. As discussed in [31], each torus 
T E ~7 bounds a knotted solid torus V c S3 containing K, and hence determines a 
nontrivial satellite decomposition of K. Let SK be the set of companion knots 
that arise; i.e., let 9PK be the set (possibly with repetition) of knots realized by core 
circles of the various solid tori I/ with al’ in 9. By [31] each knot in SK has trivial 
maximal fibered submanifold. If K itself has trivial maximal fibered submanifold, 
then 9, is defined to be (K). As in [31] .9K will be called the reduced knot system 
of K. Of course, if K is fibered, then its reduced knot system is empty. We 
formalize this notion. 
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Definition 3.2. A reduced knot system is a finite (possibly empty) set 9 of 
nonfibered knots, each having trivial maximal fibered submanifold. 
The collection of all reduced knot systems is partially ordered by inclusion. A 
set of reduced knot systems is bounded if there exists a reduced knot system 9 * 
such that 5% ~9” for any 9’ in the set. 
Recall that the genus of a knot is the least genus of any Seifert surface of the 
knot. 
Theorem 3.3. There exist only finitely many distinct knots having a given genus, 
reduced knot system and entropy no greater than a given bound. 
Lemma 3.4. Let S be a compact, connected orientable surface, possibly with 
boundary, having negative Euler characteristic. The number of topological conjugacy 
classes of periodic homeomorphisms of S is finite. Also, the number of topological 
conjugacy classes of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms of S having bounded dilation is 
finite. 
The first statement of Lemma 3.4 can be proved using [4, Theorem 11 together 
with results about Teichmiiller space. A somewhat stronger statement has recently 
been proved by Kojima [33]. The second assertion of Lemma 3.4 follows immedi- 
ately from two well-known results. First, the number of conjugacy classes of 
pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms of S having fixed dilation is bounded, a claim 
that Thurston remarks in [51] can be proved using Markov partitions (a published 
argument can be found in [53]); second, the set of dilations of all pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphisms of S is a discrete subset of R (see [13], for example). 
As usual, a link is a finite union L of pairwise disjoint knots in S”. Two links L, 
and L, are equivalent is there exists a diffeomorphism f: S3 + S3 such that 
f(L,) = L,. Equivalent links, like equivalent knots, are regarded as the same. A 
link is trivial if it is comprised of trivial knots separated by pairwise disjoint 3-balls. 
The exterior of a link L is the closure X(L) of S3 minus a tubular neighborhood 
of L. 
Lemma 3.5. Let L = K, u . . . u K, be a link, and let KI,. . . , I?,, be nontrivial 
knots. Assume that M is the homology 3-sphere obtained by gluing the exteriors 
x<K 1 , , . . . , XC<,) to X(L) along boundaries, matching a meridian (respectively 
longitude) of K, with a longitude (respectively meridian) of Ki, i = 1, . . . , n. If 
M = S3, then the link L is trivial. 
Remark. The converse of Lemma 3.5 is an easy result. 
Proof. Let N(L) = N(K,) U . . . u N(K,) be a tubular neighborhood of L. Con- 
sider the sequence n/l, = S3, M,, . . . , M,, = M of homolgy 3-spheres defined induc- 
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tively: Mi + I is obtained from Mj by removing the interior of N(K,) from Mi and 
replacing it with X(Ki) (gluing boundaries in the manner prescribed by the 
statement of the lemma). Note that the remaining components N(Ki+ i), . . . , N(K,) 
of N(L) appear in M,. Also, a longitude of any Kj in S”, i <_I’ < n, remains a 
longitude of that knot in M, + i. 
By a well-known theorem of J.W. Alexander [45, p. 1071 any embedded torus in 
S3 bounds a solid torus on at least one side. Suppose that some component of L, 
say K, after relabeling, is nontrivial. Since each side of the embedded torus 
T, = tUV(K,) in M, bounds the exterior of a nontrivial knot, M, # S3. Now 
consider the embedded torus T2 = NV(E,) in M,. On one side, T2 bounds the 
exterior X(K,) of the nontrivial knot K,. If the other side of T2 were a solid 
torus, then the homology 3-sphere M, would be a union of two solid tori glued 
together along their boundaries and hence would be a lens space. Since S3 is the 
only homology 3-sphere that is also a lens space, M, would be S3, which we know 
is not the case. Hence M, # S’. Continuing in this manner, we eventually conclude 
that M, # S’, a contradiction. Therefore, each component of the link L must be 
trivial. 
We prove now by induction on II that the components of L can be separated by 
disjoint 3-balls. If n = 1, then there is nothing to prove. Assume that the claim is 
true whenever n < N, and suppose that L is a link satisfying the hypotheses of the 
lemma and having exactly N components K,, . . . , K,. Let D be a 2-disk in S” with 
boundary K,. If some other component of L, say K, after relabeling, cannot be 
isotoped so that it misses D, then we can assume that K, lies in the solid torus 
S” - int N(K,) but not in any 3-ball contained in that solid torus. In M, = S3 the 
component K, appears as a satellite knot with companion knot d,; in particular, 
it is nontrivial there. It follows that M, will be some homology 3-sphere other than 
S”, and as in the previous argument, MN will not be S”, a contradiction. There- 
fore, the 2-disk D can be found in the exterior of K, u . . . u K,, and so K, can 
be enclosed by a 3-ball that is disjoint from K, u . . . u K,. The argument in the 
preceding paragraph shows that the homology 3-sphere obtained by gluing 
X(K,), . . . , X(kN:,) to the exterior of K, U . . . u K, in the manner prescribed by 
the lemma is S3. By the induction hypothesis, the sublink K, u . * . u K, is trivial. 
Since K, can be separated from the sublink, L is trivial as well. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let 9 * be any nonempty reduced knot system, and let B 
be any positive constant. It suffices to prove the following statement. 
The collection E’ of distinct knots K such that 9K ~9 * and 
maxigenus( hK} G B is finite. (*) 
We can establish the validity of (*) by proving the following statement for each 
m a 0. 
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The collection gj,, of distinct knots K such that 9’, g9? *, h, G B 
and genus(K) = m is finite. (*I, 
We do this by induction on m. 
If genus(K) = 0, then K is trivial. Hence the statement ( * I0 is obviously true. 
Assume that (* >, is true for all values of m less than M. If the maximal fibered 
submanifold of a knot K E tF,,, is trivial, then K must be contained in 9 *, a finite 
set. Therefore, it suffices to consider only those knots K E SFM with nontrivial 
maximal fibered submanifold. After isotopy to canonical form, any monodromy 
f : S, + S, for a maximal fibration of such a knot has a component f I s, : S, + S, 
such that S, n ax(K) # fl. It follows easily by arguments of [46] or by the proof of 
[31, Lemma 1.31 that S, could be extended to a minimal-genus Seifert surface for 
K by gluing appropriate (Seifert) surfaces along aSi, one surface for each compo- 
nent of aS, - S, n 3X(K). Since the genus of S, plus the number of components of 
as, - 5, n ax(K) is clearly bounded by M, the number of possibilities for S, up to 
diffeomorphism is finite. Using results of Section 2 we see that h(f I S,) Q h(f) = 
h, G B. Consequently, if f I s, is pseudo-Anosov, then its dilation is bounded by 
e’. By Lemma 3.4 the number of possibilities up to isotopy and topological 
conjugacy for f I s,, whether pseudo-Anosov or periodic, is finite. Hence the 
number of possibilities for the mapping torus X, of f / s1 up to homeomorphism 
(and hence up to diffeomorphism by [41, Theorem 6.31) is also finite. We regard 
X, as a submanifold of the knot exterior X(K). 
In order to count the knots K E %,,, we do the following for each of the 
possible manifolds X,. If 8X, is connected, then Xi must be the exterior of some 
(fibered) knot K E 9 ,,,,; in fact, by the theorem of Gordon and Luecke [25] K is 
uniquely determined. If aXi consists of more than one component, then we 
proceed in three steps: (1) Enumerate the components of aXi as T,, T,, . . . , T, so 
that To = ax(K) for some K E gM. Glue solid tori Vi,. . . , V, to Xi along bound- 
aries in such a way that a meridian of y is matched with a component of S, n q, 
i=l 7 . . . > n. The resulting 3-manifold X’ is the exterior of a knot K’. As in the 
proof of [17, Proposition 2.11, X’ results from “desplicing” the exterior of some 
knot K E SZ,+, along the tori T,, . . . , Tn. (2) The knot K’ is fibered, and its fiber is 
diffeomorphic to S, capped off by some number of 2-disks. If the genus of S, is 
positive, then K’ must be nontrivial, and by [25] a meridian m, c ax’ for K’ is 
unique up to isotopy. In this case, we can recover (S3; K’, V,, . . . , V,> by gluing a 
solid torus V, (regarded as a tubular neighborhood of K’) to X’ along boundaries, 
matching a meridian of V,, with mo. If the genus of S, is zero, then K’ is a trivial 
knot, and X’ is itself a solid torus. In this case, there are infinitely many choices of 
meridian m, for which (S3; K’, VI,. . . , V,) can be recovered by gluing a solid torus 
V0 as above. Make such a choice and perform the gluing. The core circles of 
V ,, . . . , V, then form a link L c S3, the closure of a geometric n-braid /3 with braid 
axis K’. Different choices of m, correspond to the n-braids ck/3, k E Z, where c is 
a full positive twist on all strands. We will see shortly that all but two values of k 
can be disregarded. (3) For each i = 1,. . . , n, select a nontrivial knot J?, in 
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%?I u . . . ugM-1, a set that is finite by the induction hypothesis. Make the 
selection in such a way that genus(S,) + En(i). genus(ii) = M, where n(i) is the 
number of components of I; f’s,. Also, make sure that the union of the reduced 
knot systems of ir,. . . , k,, is a subset of ,%’ *. Let rFzi, 17 c aX(Z?,) be a meridian, 
longitude pair for ii. Remove the interior of each solid torus V, from S3, and 
replace it with X(Z?,), matching m, (respectively li) c T, = ay with c. (respectively 
hEi) c aX(i,), where mj, li is the standard meridian, longitude for Vj. If the genus 
of S, is positive, then the result is S3, and K’ is transformed into some K E ‘k?,,. 
(Clearly, the maximal fibered submanifold of K has a fiber with genus at least M. 
That the genus is no greater than M is a consequence of the uniqueness of the 
maximal fibered submanifold [30].) If the genus of S, is zero, then by Lemma 3.5 
the result is S3 if and only if the link L in step (2) is trivial; by [24, Lemma 31 there 
are at most two choices for m, such that this is the case, and hence we obtain at 
most two possible knots K E ‘iFM. By reversing the above procedure it is not 
difficult to see that every knot in FM can be produced by steps (l), (2) and (3). 
Since the number of choices at each step is finite, so is gM. 0 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 together with the 
previously observed fact that the set of dilations of pseudo-Anosov homeomor- 
phisms of a fixed surface is discrete in R. 
Corollary 3.6. If {K,) is an infinite sequence of distinct fibered knots with bounded 
genus, then lim h,” = ~4. 
Remark. At first glance Corollary 3.6 is surprising. One might expect that after 
isotoping to canonical form a monodromy f for any nonsimple fibered knot K, 
infinitely many monodromies corresponding to fibrations of distinct knots could be 
produced by varying the number of Dehn twists between components of f, and 
hence infinitely many distinct fibered knots with the same entropy could be 
obtained. This is true, but the resulting knots would necessarily be contained in 
nonsimply connected homology 3-spheres, not in S”. 
If K is a hyperbolic fibered knot and f is a monodromy for a fibration of K, 
then f is isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism with some dilation A. In 
this case, h, = log A. During the past decade, a number of topologists have had 
success distinguishing members of various infinite sequences of hyperbolic fibered 
knots by using such dilations [2,9,40]. Corollary 3.6 states that for any sequence of 
hyperbolic fibered knots, such success is assured if one can compute the relevant 
dilations. Likewise, since h, = yk for any fibered knot K, Corollary 3.6 predicts 
that yK would be an equally effective but more generally applicable invariant. 
(Examples that demonstrate the sensitivity of yK are contained in [48].) 
Sequences of hyperbolic fibered knots as above are often constructed from a 
single fibered knot using a twist construction of Lyon [38] and Stallings [59]. We 
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recall the construction. Let K be a fibered knot and let f : F + F be a monodromy 
for some fibration of K. Assume that Cc F is a simple closed curve that is 
essential in F but unknotted in S3. Assume also that C has zero linking number 
with a copy C+ of C pushed off from F. Let D be a 2-disk spanning C+ and 
transverse to K. Define K, to be the knot obtained from K by giving In I full 
twists to everything passing through D, right-hand twists if n > 0, left-hand 
otherwise. We will say that the (doubly-infinite) sequence of knots (K,}, E L is 
obtained from K by the Lyon-Stallings twist construction. The significance of the 
construction is that each of the knots K, is fibered; in fact, a monodromy for a 
fibration of K, can be gotten from a monodromy of a fibration of K by composing 
with it Dehn twists along C. 
In the above construction it is not difficult to see that K meets the disk D in at 
least two points. [58, Theorem 3.21 implies that no knot in the sequence (K,JnEz 
appears infinitely often. Since all of the knots K, have the same genus, namely 
that of K, we have the following result. 
Corollary 3.7. If 1 K,}, E L is any sequence of knots from a single fibered knot K by 
the Lyon-Stallings twist construction, then lim, _=hK, = lim, _,,h,_, = 03. 
We conclude the section by describing a satisfying relationship between our 
general definition of h, and recent work of Los [35]. 
Definition 3.8 (cf. [24,35]). Let L be a link contained in the exterior of a fibered 
knot K,. The link L is braided with respect to K, if there exists a fibration 
4 : X(K,) + S’ of K, such that L is transverse to each preimage 4-‘(e), 8 E S’. 
If L’ is another link in X(K,) such that there exists a diffeomorphism 
g : (S3; L’, K,) -+ (S3; L, K,), then clearly L’ is also braided with respect to K,. In 
this case, we will not distinguish between L and L’. Also, note that if K, is trivial 
in Definition 3.8, then L is braided in the standard solid torus X(K,) = S’ X D2 c 
S3 in the usual sense. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 suggests that we can associate in a natural way to any 
knot K both a fibered knot K, and a link L cX(K,) c S3 that is braided with 
respect to K, and trivial in S3. To make this explicit, let X0 be the maximal 
fibered submanifold of K, and assume that X,, has a fibration with monodromy 
f: S, + S,. If K is fibered, then we take (K,, L) to be (K, @I. If K is not fibered, 
then let T,, . . . , T, be the components of ax, - ax(K). Each q bounds a unique 
solid torus in S3; let Z?, denote its core circle. (The knots ii comprise the reduced 
knot system SK of K.) Cut S3 along each of the tori, and let x0 be the resulting 
component that contains K. Glue solid tori Vi,. . . , V, to x0 along the boundaries, 
matching a meridian of l( with the curve S, n c, i = 1,. . . , n. The resulting 
3-manifold is again S3, and K is transformed into a fibered knot K,. We can 
regard K, as a quotient of K by the members ii of its reduced knot system. Let 
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L denote the collection of core circles of Vi,. . . , V,. By Lemma 3.5 the link L c S3 
is trivial, and clearly it is braided with respect to K,. We will call (K,, L) the 
fibered knot and braided link associated to K. 
Example. Suppose that K is a cable of any simple nonfibered knot 2. (For 
example, one can choose Z? to be the knot 5,, depicted in [45, p. 3911.) Then K is 
a satellite knot with pattern (f, i), where k is a (p, q&torus knot that lies on the 
boundary of a concentric solid torus in I? By [30] or by [49], the maximal fibered 
submanifold of K is the closure Y of v minus a tubular neighborhood of Z?. A 
fibration of Y extending the projection ax(K) = K X S’ + S’ has fiber S,, where 
S, is a genus (p - l)(q - 1)/2 Seifert surface of 2 minus p holes. In fact, by 
“capping off’ a monodromy f : S, --) S,, we obtain a monodromy for a fibration of 
k. It follows that the fibered knot and braided link (K,, L) associated to the cable 
K is (k, fi), where 6r is a meridian of the solid torus f. 
In the above example it is not difficult to arrange for the topological entropy 
h(f) to be zero, and hence the entropy h, of any such knot K is zero as well. This 
suggests the following. 
Problem. Classify those fibered knot and link pairs (K,, L) associated to knots K 
with trivial entropy h,. 
By [48, Corollary 3.31 K, must be a graph knot; i.e., K, must be in the class of 
knots generated by the trivial knot by connected sum and cabling. What can be 
said about the link L? If K, is trivial, then L is characterized as an unlink that is 
also the closure of a braid with axis K, and zero entropy in the sense of [221. The 
collection of such braids is easily classifiable using results of [221. What can be said 
if K, is nontrivial? 
In [35] Los defined an invariant A[(X(K,), L] for any link L that is braided 
with respect to a fibered knot K,. Let N(L) be a tubular neighborhood in X(K,) 
of L. Then the projection aX(K,) = K, X S’ -+ S’ extends to a fibration of the 
closure of X(K,) - N(L). Isotop to canonical form a monodromy f : S + S for 
such a fibration. As in Section 2, for each component fi, i = 1,. . . , n, let hi be the 
dilation of f, if that component is pseudo-Anosov; if fi is periodic, then let hi = 1. 
The invariant A[X(K,), L] is defined to be max{Arilkl,. . . , Aff”n}. The following is 
immediate in view of the results of Section 2. 
Corollary 3.9. If (K,, L) is thefibered knot and braided link associated to a knot K, 
then h, = log A[X(K,), Ll. 
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